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PCLS School Rep
Martin Velichkov
has worked hard
throughout Autumn
term and is our
very deserving Rep
of the Month!

RUSU Elections: What’s new?
There are loads of
reasons why students
run for roles in the
RUSU Elections, so
we’ve created a
handy guide talking
you through the
benefits of being a
RUSU Rep this year!
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2020 Vision: How To See Yourself
Clearly In The New Year
We are focusing
our attention on
leadership,
employability,
and personal
development.
Find out how you
can benefit inside.

PGR PTO Shiv
Aiwale has his
say this month
and explains
why you should
run to be his
successor.

HBS School Rep
Arjana Cupi tells us
all about
postgraduate life
and her dream
dinner party
guests in the back
page quiz!

This issue we
discuss New
Years resolutions,
Queer Eye and
how RUSU is
trying to be more
green this year.
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Your Say
Check out what other Reps are saying about their experiences
and share your stories with us by getting in touch…
“I ran in the election for the Postgraduate Research Students' Part-time Officer position to represent the views,
interests and solve problems of all postgraduate research students registered at the University of Reading.
Having successfully been elected, students are contacting me about difficulties they are having or if they need
guidance. Some problems I have solved by contacting the particular Head of Department. For example, last
term, the computer science department’s students were facing the problem of seating arrangements in the lab.
So, after discussion with the management team, we successfully solved the issue. Also, I have suggested the
following issue to RUSU President, who raised car parking as a Change It! Idea. I have other ideas as well such
as starting a careers fair and creating teaching training and job opportunities for PGR students. Last term, I also
helped run the RUSU PGR Welcome event and have attended conferences and meetings such as the Student
Experience Committee and PGR students’ network in this role.”
Shivshankar R. Aiwale (Shiv) PhD Researcher, Computer Science
RUSU PGR Part-time Officer

Write in and pick up a prize next month…

Don’t forget to share
your positive
feedback and to
nominate a member
of staff in your
department for a
RUSU Excellence
Award here –
rusu.co.uk/awards

“I ran to be a Rep as it
interested me to be able to
have a clearer and more
impactful voice in matters of
my course, and I wished to
have the voices of others
heard in order to maximise
the success and satisfaction
of the degree.”

“I sat at the SSLC meeting
last week and raised a
number of issues affecting
postgraduate students. It
was so encouraging to see
how the university take
issues to do with students'
welfare seriously.”
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New Year, Same You?
Let’s face it, by the time we’ve welcomed in the New
Year, everyone is cold, tired and broke (maybe in more
ways than one) and getting out of bed an hour earlier
to start a new workout couldn’t sound less appealing.
Despite being intent on creating ‘new year, new you’
resolutions, only 8% of people accomplish their goals.
We’re determined to focus our goals around self-care
and ensuring they’re achievable smaller goals rather
than a total life overhaul. Good luck to all those taking
on resolutions with us!

the
view
RUSU RATES…

Photo of the month!
Congratulations to all
the Postgraduate
students that
graduated last month
and good luck to
those of you gearing
up for final exams
this year!
Photo credit:
@uniofreading

Queer Eye: We’re
in Japan!, Season 1,
Netflix

It may have only been
on our screens since
2018 but it feels as
though Queer Eye has
been serving us
all the feels for all longer. This season
the Fab Five are spreading the warm
and fuzzy feelings in Japan, helping
people slay in their everyday life.

Follow us
@rusuphotos

Twas the Nightshift before
Christmas, Adam Kay £6.95,
Picador

Positive affirmation of the issue:

How do we change the world? One
random act of kindness at a time.
-Morgan Freeman

26 days

The number of days left in
this year’s nomination period
for the RUSU Elections.
If you’re thinking of running to
be a Full-time Officer, Parttime Officer, Senior Rep or
Student Trustee, find out
more or
nominate
yourself at
rusu.co.uk/
elections
now!

Short but impactful,
moving but (slightly)
gory, this book gives
an insight into all the
hard work that NHS
staff do over the
Christmas period and
makes us very
thankful for their
selfless work.

Did you
know?
Could Veganuary be for you?
Since 2014, Veganuary has inspired
more than 500,000 people in 178
countries to try being vegan for
January. Whilst many take the pledge
to go vegan, if its not for you, perhaps
try reducing your meat consumption or
doing meat-free Mondays? Every small
difference helps and in today’s society
it has never been easier to go veggie!

You actually can’t
multitask! Although
widely believed it’s possible to
do two things at once, realistically
the essay you wrote whilst watching
Netflix won’t be as good as if you’d
given it your full attention. There are
a few exceptions, for example
walking and talking, but it still saps
our energy and makes us more
inefficient as we make our brains
constantly switch between activities.

Mind The Gap:
Bridging London Road &
Whiteknights
Campuses
Student Spotlight
Stories:
Postgraduate School Rep Celeste Robillard discusses moving from France
to complete her PGCE here at Reading, and why she loves the ‘just outside
of London’ lifestyle, as well as her plans as a Rep to close the divide, and
the distance, between Whiteknights and London Road campuses…

“Being a Rep is
really another
dimension that not all
students see at
university and it’s
really interesting.
I feel very privileged
to see it.”

RR: You’re currently studying
at the Institute of Education on
London Road, but what was
your journey to get here?
Celeste: “I was a French
language assistant for two years
when I first moved to England.
After the first year, I knew that I
wanted to be a French teacher in
the UK so I started looking at
places to do my PGCE training.
I chose Reading because I
wanted to experience London life
without living in London. I arrived
in Reading for my interview and
felt like it was the place for me.
London Road campus was so
attractive to me and all of the
teachers and tutors were so nice
and I just felt like this was the
place for me, so I applied and
arrived the next year.

I did my undergraduate degree in
France studying English and
Spanish. In France you study a
language for three years, rather
than four and you don’t get to study
abroad so if you want to, you have
to work that out for yourself; it’s not
compulsory. I decided to take the
opportunity that my university gave
me to work as an assistant in
schools where we could apply. I got
selected to be an assistant in a
primary school in Somerset and it
was a really good experience. It
was also very hard as primary
school children can have some
very challenging behaviours.

But ultimately it was really
good and I really enjoyed
living in England; since I was
really little I have always
wanted to work or travel
abroad. I decided to do
another year but in a
secondary school instead to
see if teaching was still
something I was interested in.
That’s when I started to apply
for teacher training because I
really enjoyed it and being
able to teach my native
language and my own mother
tongue was something I was
very passionate about.”
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RR: Currently, as a part of your
training, you teach secondary
education, but what made you choose
one over the other?
Celeste: I really enjoyed primary, but
thought it would be wiser to do secondary
as you have more opportunity for being
able to apply for more jobs. Being French
myself, when teaching in a primary
school, I didn’t feel like I could teach
English to English students. I really like
the primary school environment so I could
apply to an independent school where I
could just teach French, but right now I
don’t feel comfortable being a primary
school teacher in England. Also, you can
go further in your knowledge in
secondary at Key Stage 5, as you can go
into greater discussions about life in
France with the students as they have a
lot more knowledge, and as a teacher
that is a lot more interesting.
RR: PGCE is a very busy course,
but you are super engaged and have
made time, not just for this interview,
but for training too – what made you
want to do even more and become a
Student Rep?
Celeste: The first reason is because this
is my first year studying in England and it
might possibly be my last, so I saw the
opportunity and took it. RUSU came to
talk to us on the first day at the fair
explaining what it was and thought it
might be something for me. I think I’m
quite organised as a person and I feel like
even if the PGCE is quite busy, it’s
valuable to be a Rep as all the skills that
I’ve gained, for example; chairing
meetings and influencing staff, will all be
really valuable in my future career. Skills
like talking to colleagues are all really
useful but wouldn’t necessarily be taught
in your PGCE as there is more of a focus
on your own teaching.
Seeing how you need to run and chair
meetings is really interesting and is great
practice prior to employment, instead of
having to learn on the job.
By volunteering, you feel valuable as
you are responsible for the link between
students and staff and it’s really
rewarding to see your feedback taken
into account and see change being
made. It is also good to create
relationships with tutors and see how the
university is managed, what they talk

TOP TIP FOR RUNNING
IN AN ELECTION?
“If you’re a good listener
and you are willing to fight
for other people, it is a
really rewarding role. You
meet so many people and
in the end you feel more
comfortable doing things
for yourself and I think it’s
really good for the future
as well.”

THINK YOU’D BE
INTERESTED IN A
ROLE LIKE
CELESTE'S?
Look out for the new
Senior Rep role this
year & nominate @
rusu.co.uk/elections

about in meetings, and to realise that they really want the best for
us, it’s really another dimension that not all students see at
university and it’s really interesting. I feel very privileged to see it.
I don’t really see being a Rep as hard work. I’ve been sending
some emails – it probably took me half an hour at the beginning to
make sure everyone knew who I was and that they had my details
if they wanted to contact me. It’s so much easier nowadays with
WhatsApp, social media and emails to contact everyone and
there’s also ROSIE which is a really helpful tool to gather and
give feedback.
I’m not even a speaker of English; I’m still learning but everyone
is so nice anyway. You can meet so many like-minded people,
especially when you’re like me and don’t know anyone from
Reading. I went to a party with all the Reps and talked to people
I’ve never seen before and it was just really nice to get to see who
was volunteering to be a Rep, what they’ve been up to and what
their objectives were on their course. Meeting all the staff from
university and knowing who does what; is also
really interesting.
RR: What is the main thing you would like to achieve as a
Rep this year?
Celeste: The thing I really want to achieve is to go to Student
Voice and to pass an idea through ChangeIt! It would be great to
have more careers events and things for postgraduate students as
lots of things are put on at Whiteknights Campus and at times we
can’t access them as they’re at lunchtime or we’re in schools or
have other commitments on London Road; it becomes difficult to
move from one campus to another. I’ve been doing some work on
it and I’ve spoken to other members of staff and explained that I
think it would be valuable if we had access to these events and
also to bring more socials to London Road. I’m keen to bring
Whiteknights and London Road together. London Road is quite far
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but launching more campaigns there would be a good step in the
right direction.

RUSU’s Elections: What’s new

THIS YEAR?

There are loads of reasons why students run for roles in the RUSU Elections, and we
often hear from our Reps that taking on a role while at Uni can be a real CV booster.
But what we didn’t expect, having spoken to Reps from previous years, were the ways
that Rep roles can pay off now and in the future & what’s new for 2020 roles...
see the benefits of how
participating in something like
an election can actually bring
you abundant opportunities at
university and into the future!
Graduate employers are often
looking for that ‘extra’
something and becoming a
RUSU Rep or Sabbatical
Officer, can bring careerboosting benefits too.
Regardless of your motive,
getting involved with your
Students’ Union can have
many positive outcomes.
Read on to find out a few
good reasons why you won’t
regret running for a Rep role
this year 

……………………………………………….

Not everyone will immediately

Stand up & Stand Out:
The Benefits
1

MEET NEW PEOPLE  standing in an election may be
daunting for some, but they don’t have to be when you’re
surrounded by like-minded people, who are in fact, very
supportive and often care about similar things you do!

2

JOIN A COMMUNITY  you may not find a sports club or
society that suits you, so why not look to a community that
you are already part of - your Students’ Union and
immerse yourself as a member. Whether you’re a Full or
Part-time Officer, Senior Rep or Student Trustee representatives come together throughout the year to
meet, share experiences and learn new skills.

3

DRIVE CHANGE  last but by no means least, have your
say and raise the student voice to make sure positive
change is enacted and leave a legacy for future students.

“

I have felt myself developing both personally and professionally as a Rep. From
participating in, and chairing meetings, to communicating with fellow students in a
reasoned and polite manner when asking for feedback. My role as a Rep has allowed
me to grow as a person and provide many skills which will enhance me and my CV.”
- Feedback from the Rep Impact Survey 2019

INTRODUCING ROSIE
New for this year’s cohort of
Course Reps we are
introducing a new feedback
tool called ROSIE which
stands for Rep
Online Student Impact
Survey. Phew, it’s a
mouthful but it does have
meaning! In the
autumn term, over 250 Student Reps were
trained to use ROSIE and over 293 utilised the
STEP UP TO SENIOR REP
tool in 2019, representing over 1647 of the
Brand new for this year, is the Undergraduate
student population. ROSIE provides Reps with a
Senior Rep role which refreshes the School Rep user friendly way of gathering opinions about
position. For 2020 this will be similar to the
your experiences at the University of Reading;
former School Rep position, with all the same
all feedback on all aspects of your student
responsibilities but crucially with shared
experience are welcome, from curriculum design
responsibility with one other. There will be double to learning materials.
the amount of UG Senior Rep roles on offer, with
ROSIE asks three simple questions and was
two per school available to run for and four for
designed to help Reps do their job more
Henley Business School, so 32 in total (to now
effectively; primarily to use when talking with
include the School of International and Study
groups of students but individual students can
Language Institute).
also use ROSIE. Responses are valued and will
help Reps represent your interests throughout
RESPONSIBILITY REAPS REWARDS
the year at committee meetings, (so if you don’t
In essence, the new Senior Rep role oversees
stand this year, your views can still be heard)!
the Course Reps, is responsible for chairing
All comments submitted by students will go
meetings and attending School level meetings
directly to their RUSU Rep (either Course Rep,
but they will also be responsible for overseeing
School/Senior Rep or Part-time Officer) and
things like quality processes within their school
comments may also go directly to relevant staff
such as the opportunity to contribute to Periodic
in the University and Union.
Review Panel submissions. This essentially is a
Clear and concise responses enable Reps to
job share role but has an elevated position. It is
communicate any feedback you have more
desirable that you may have been a Course Rep effectively. Reps appreciate your feedback and
or some kind of Rep previously, although this is
use it when working in partnership with staff in
not essential in order for you to run! Plus,
the University and Union to improve your student
whatever role you run for, you will be able to take experience. To meet ROSIE and submit
part in our new RUSU Rep recognition scheme
feedback, head to www.rusu.co.uk/rosie (don’t
too to reward you for all your hard work!
forget to select your Rep before you submit!)

Nominations for this year’s elections are open from Monday 13th
January at 10am and close on Friday 7th February at 3pm. To put
yourself forward this year visit - www.rusu.co.uk/elections

2020 VISION: How to see
yourself clearly in the New Year
Chatting to author
and coach Sarah
Alexander and
RUSU President
Molli Cleaver, RUSU
Representation
Employability
Coordinator
Georgina, discusses
swapping out her
glasses for a new
and improved outlook
as we enter into a
new year and a new
decade.
WORDS: GEORGINA SHAW

The exercise tracking
app Strava has
announced that this
year’s ‘Quitter’s Day’ is
Sunday 19th January.
According to them, this
is the day that most
people decide to give up
on their New Year’s
resolutions. But this
year, having decided to
abolish the idea of
‘resolutions’, a ‘new me’
or ‘getting my life
together’, I am focusing
on myself, my mental
health and taking
opportunities for
personal growth,
regardless of how long
each new experience
takes me.

“

In every interaction,
you have a choice to
act from this self or
your fear-based ego choose your best self!”
EXPERT ADVICE
With several upcoming
RUSU events focusing
on leadership and
employability for the
future, including our
Annual Rep Conference
as a part of our Life &
Leadership Hire Me!
series, I turned to Sarah
Alexander, one of our
previous workshop
speakers for some
expert guidance for the
year ahead.

Having given me what
can only be described as
possibly some of the most
motivational words said to
me so far this year, she
told me that being a
leader is about: “bringing
your best self to whatever
you are doing.” She
explains that, “your best
self is both a rational
thinking adult, an intuitive
being and a person who
is both kind and confident
as well as humble,
understanding and
authentic. In every
interaction, you have a
choice to act from this self
or your fear-based ego choose your best self!”

FEATURE

REPRESENT, LEAD, CHANGE
The Annual Representation Conference is
taking place on Saturday 25th January
Whilst this idea of self-reflection can be
10-1:30pm in 3Sixty
daunting to some people, it can also be
10:00-10:15 - Arrival and registration
liberating! As the nominations for the RUSU
10:15-10:20 - Education Officer welcome
Elections open this week, Molli Cleaver
10:20-10:30 - Partnership update with Pro Vice
remembers that her journey to becoming
Chancellor Elizabeth McCrum
RUSU President was challenging but
10:30-11:30 – Workshop 1 Social Impact &
Representing Different Views
rewarding. “As a leader, you carry your
11:30- 11:45 - Coffee break ROSIE tool
past experiences and achievements with
demonstration and Giveaway
you and use them to learn and grow. But I
11:45-12:45 -Workshop 2 Assessment & Feedback
am someone who likes to look ahead to the
12:45- 1:30 – Guest speaker talk on Inclusivity in
next goal; sometimes it’s important to let go
Representation with Director of Learning &
of the past to move forward and develop”,
Development at The Centre Sally Pearman
1:30pm- Buffet Lunch and networking
and the beginning of a new
To get your FREE ticket click here!
year and a new decade
seems like the perfect
NEW YEAR, DO YOU
opportunity to do this. She
The ‘New Me’
Although fully confident
reminded me that “leaders
mind-set places
with my newfound
don’t succeed by themselves;
sense of determination
impossible
make sure you give the team
and disregard for New
around you the support and
demands on
Year clichés, my mind
recognition they deserve.” So,
people. The key
was eased even further
if someone has made you a
by some comforting
particularly good cup of tea
is to make small,
words from Molli; “I think
this decade, maybe let them
consistent changes there is often a lot of
know – you might not have
pressure around the
over a period
had such a great start to the
New Year to suddenly
year without them.
of time.”
become this perfect
BOOKSHELF INSPIRATION
person with a perfectly
Of course, a new year isn’t complete without
balanced life.
a few book recommendations and Sarah
Don’t compare yourself to other people;
suggests How to Win Friends and Influence
everyone grows at a different pace.”
People by Dale Carnegie. “If everyone
Sarah agrees that the ‘New Me’ mindfollowed his tips, the world would be a much
set “places impossible demands on
happier, more agreeable place” she says, “I
people. The key is to make small,
was painfully shy when I was at school. This
consistent changes over a period of
book was a very useful guide to getting over
time.” There’s no rush either! Whether it
shyness and any form of social anxiety.” My
takes you the next 365 days or the
personal book plug is It’s Not OK to Feel Blue
whole of this coming decade, becoming
(and other lies) by Scarlett Curtis. Crammed
your best self is unique to you, so take
with experiences from quite a few well known
as long as you like.
celebrities, it helps to reinforce the idea that
So, with my new leadership gurus in
your feelings are valid and normal and that
tow, I feel a lot more confident about
you are not alone. Put these two together on
starting this new decade with a new
your bedside table and you’ll practically highoutlook, and ‘Quitter’s Day’ will
five yourself in the mirror every morning.
definitely not be in my new 2020 diary.
What a great feeling!

Postgraduate Rep for Psychology, Martin
gets off to a flying start!
Meet our fearless and friendly Rep of the Month, Martin Velichkov, who is our first ever
PhD Psychology Student Rep! He speaks about how having an influence on the
student community has had a rewarding impact on his own sense of achievement…

“

I feel immense gratitude and
purpose in my life because I am
utilising my signature strengths and
doing work that is meaningful to me
and aligns with my core values.”

That is why we all share an obligation to lead the way
by example and use our collective voice to further
important causes in society.

Martin says: I derive great fulfilment from using my
knowledge and skills to bring about positive changes
and make an impact on my community. Not only is this
a rewarding experience, but it also offers valuable
opportunities for personal development and I get to
meet many interesting people.
I was overwhelmed by the positive reactions and
feedback I received from students after the Autumn
Student Voice. The debate was quite heated, but I did
not hesitate for a moment to speak up for what I
believe in. I think many people appreciated that and
later expressed their admiration to me. It was a very
powerful and motivating feeling to know that so many
others share the values I strive to uphold –
progressiveness, compassion, and sustainability.
I feel strongly about the environment, social justice,
public health as well as human and animal rights.
How do these issues relate to university life? Well,
historically universities have been drivers of innovation
and social change and the University of Reading in
particular, prides itself on being a pioneering and
progressive institution.

Have you had any wins or achievements you’re
proud of this year – big or small?
I am very proud to have been awarded a full PhD
studentship to carry out first-of-its-kind research on how
simple dietary interventions can alleviate depression
among university students. With one in ten students
struggling with depression, this is an important project
to me personally and in terms of public health
significance. I feel immense gratitude and purpose in
my life because I am utilising my signature strengths
and doing work that is meaningful to me and aligns with
my core values.
What are you looking forward to in the future?
I would like to pursue a career in international politics,
for which I am completing training alongside my
studies, so I am curious to see how this will unfold for
me. Problems such as the climate crisis and rising
inequality cut across borders and nations, so we
need global unity and coordinated action to tackle
them effectively.
RUSU says: Martin has been a really engaged
Postgraduate Representative. Not only is he the
Course Rep for his programme, and the first PhD
representative for Psychology but he is a super
motivated Postgraduate School Rep too! He has
taken on representing his school with the perfect
balance of passion coupled with objectivity. From
attending meetings, to speaking up for what he
believes in at Student Voice, Martin is a very
deserving Rep of the month and our first for 2020!
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Announcements
TUESDAY 4TH FEBRUARY 6-8, 3SIXTY
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HOUSING HEADACHES
The RUSU Advice Service support students who have issues with
their private rented accommodation. Here’s some important things
to know about your housing contract…

KNOW WHAT TYPE OF AGREEMENT
YOU HAVE

Whilst most students have Assured
Short Hold Tenancies (AST), your
contact might not be, and it is really
important to find out what type of
contact you have. Different agreements
have different rules which apply to
them: this can be whether your deposit
needs to be protected in a Deposit
Protection Scheme, who can access
your property and when they can do it,
as well as how much notice your
landlord needs to give you to end the
agreement. If you aren’t sure what type
of agreement you have, check.
DON’T SIGN IT IF YOU HAVEN’T
READ IT
It is very important to know what you
are signing up to – and so it is really
important to read your housing contract!
If there is stuff in it which you don’t
understand, get advice about it.
Some agreements have terms and
conditions within them which are not
enforceable as they contradict Housing
Law, or because they could be
considered to be ‘unfair’. If you have a
clause like this in your agreement, then
you may be able to ask for it to be
removed.
DON’T FEEL UNDER PRESSURE TO
SIGN YOUR AGREEMENT
Whilst it is important to sign your
agreement, a reputable letting agent or
landlord will be happy to give you a
copy of your agreement in advance so
that you can read over it, and they
won’t put pressure on you to sign it.

NEED MORE INFO?
The Advice Service have a booklet about
Housing Contracts. You can read it on the
RUSU website or pop into the ARC for a copy.
NEED SOME HELP?
Speak to the Advice Service – their
contact details are available at
www.rusu.co.uk/advice

“If opportunity doesn't
knock, build a door.”

Take part
in our back
page quiz and get a
free Starbucks and
Academic Rep water
bottle!

Sharing a
coffee with…
PG Henley Business
School Rep Arjana
Cupi

Quickfire Qs
Early bird or night owl?
Early bird
Exam or coursework?
Coursework
Pizza or burger?
Pizza
Summer or winter?
Spring haha (I hate too hot
and too cold weather). In
between the two
Night in or night out?
Night in
Sweet or savoury?
Sweet
Gym or running?
Gym
Beach holiday or city
break?
City break
Cats or dogs?
Both
Mojos or Mondial?
Mondial because of
Starbucks

FIRST THING YOU DO IN THE MORNING? Thank God for all
I have.
ONE THING YOU COULDN’T LIVE WITHOUT? My daughters
BEST ADVICE YOU’VE EVER RECEIVED? Be/act natural.
Meaning to simply be yourself (my father’s advice).
MY FRIENDS WOULD DESCRIBE ME AS… A ‘workafrolic’
(loving what I do, working hard and being very entrepreneurial
and positive)!
FAVOURITE MEMORY OF READING SO FAR? The day I
received the email telling me I was granted 100% scholarship.
YOUR PERFECT DAY OFF WOULD BE… A sunny day by the
beach, with my family and a book in my hand.

IDEAL DINNER PARTY GUESTS? Paolo Coelho, Barack and
Michelle Obama, Oprah Winfrey, Nelson Mandela, Steve Jobs,
Coco Chanel, Stephen Hawking and the list can go on forever.
ONE THING NO ONE KNOWS ABOUT YOU? Fewer people
know I have practiced karate for two years and I speak Turkish.
WHATS YOUR BIGGEST ACHIEVEMENT? Being granted
100% scholarship to support my masters degree.

PSST…
I would invite postgraduate (also undergraduate) students from Henley Business School to approach me
for any ideas/suggestions/concerns at anytime. My e-mail address a.cupi@student.reading.ac.uk

